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A: This is because your variable is used in a subquery, when you should be using parameters. Try
this instead: SELECT n.Id, n.Name, t.Title, t.Id, t.Order, t.Text FROM dbo.NDn v LEFT JOIN dbo.NDn
t ON v.Source = t.Source INNER JOIN dbo.NDn n ON v.Id = n.Id AND v.Type = n.Type WHERE v.Id
= n.Id AND v.Type = n.Type AND n.Id IN (SELECT t.Source FROM dbo.NDn t WHERE t.Source IN

(1,2)) Brett Kavanaugh was confirmed today. After 14 men and women voted to enable his
ascension to the nation’s highest court, party leaders loaded the judge onto a government aircraft

that flew him through the night to a public rally in a Wisconsin suburb. Then the nominee, who
some political analysts say loathes the idea of public speaking, made a speech that was largely
incoherent, delivered in the ubiquitous, frenetic manner of a hardscrabble retailing pitchman. In
the course of the 52-minute presentation, the judge accused Democrats of seeking to railroad

him, was himself accused of lying about his drinking habits, accused his committee chair, Senator
Chuck Grassley, of allowing “gang rape” to happen on his watch, and made a mysterious

reference to an unidentified “mob.” But the most damning part of the whole thing, as many
observers noted, was that he avoided discussing anything that would have anything to do with his

beliefs or record. The judge, for example, refused to take questions from reporters, and most of
the time he spent telling the crowd that he would be a principled man, or that he hadn’t been on a

drinking binge at Yale, or that he
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